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ABSTRACT

Scheduling complex problem solving tasks� where tasks are interrelated and there are multiple di�erent ways
to go about achieving a particular task� is an imprecise science and the justi�cation for this lies soundly in the
combinatorics of the scheduling problem� Intractable problems require approximate solutions� We have developed a
new domain�independent approach to task scheduling called Design�to�Criteria that controls the combinatorics via
a satis�cing methodology and custom designs schedules to meet a particular client�s goal criteria� In Design�to�
Criteria� criteria directed focusing� approximation� and heuristics� in conjunction with soft goal criteria are used
to make the scheduling problem tractable� We describe the interesting facets of the Design�to�Criteria approach
and give examples of its power at reducing the complexity of the scheduling task while designing custom satis�cing
schedules�
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�� Introduction

With the advent of open computing environments adaptability in software applications is critical�
Since open environments are less predictable� applications must be able to adapt their processing to
the available resources and the di�erent goal criteria set by di�erent clients� These requirements have
given rise to the subdiscipline of �exible computation ���� �	 that researches methodologies� algorithms�
and techniques for designing adaptive applications� An interesting and di
cult scheduling problem
arises in adaptive systems when there are multiple di�erent ways to achieve tasks and the tasks are
interdependent� i�e�� the result of one subtask a�ects the performance� characteristics� or outcome of
another subtask in quanti�able ways� The combinatorics possible from even simple interrelated tasks of
this type are signi�cant and the problem of scheduling a sequence of actions� given complex goal criteria
and limited time� is intractable� Approximate scheduling methods are required�
We have developed a new domain independent �exible computation approach to task scheduling called

Design�to�Criteria� The most distinguishing features of DesigntoCriteria are the ability to reason about
the utility attribute tradeo�s of di�erent solutions based on di�erent goal criteria� the ability to use
these utility attribute tradeo�s to focus every step of the scheduling process� and the ability to do
these activities from a satis�cing perspective� Satis�cing with respect to the scheduling process itself
enables the scheduler to produce results when computational combinatorics prevent an optimal solution�
Satis�cing with respect to meeting the goal criteria enables the scheduler to produce a result that adheres
to the spirit of the goal when the criteria cannot be satis�ed perfectly due to environmental and resource
constraints�
We have framed this task scheduling problem in terms of a domainindependent representation frame

work called T�MS �Task Analysis� Environment Modeling� and Simulation� ��� �	 that models a wide
range of computational task structures� Our research focuses on a class of computational task struc
tures where there are typically multiple di�erent actions for performing a particular task� each action
has di�erent statistical performance characteristics� and uncertainty about the outcomes of actions is
ubiquitous� For example� in the signal processing domain ���	 there are multiple di�erent techniques
that can be used to process and identify signals� an approximate signal processing algorithm such as
QSTFT �quantized shorttime Fourier transform� ���	 is inexpensive to compute but likely to produce
interpretations that have signi�cant uncertainty and there is a high probability that the interpretations
will altogether miss certain types of signal sources� In contrast� a STFT �shorttime Fourier transform�
���	 is expensive to compute� but has very good quality and it is highly likely that all signal sources will
be represented to some degree in the interpretation� This example is deliberately simple to illustrate a
point� Consider a case where there are many di�erent actions for achieving a particular task and any
combination of the actions can be employed and possibly in any order� Now consider a hierarchy of such
tasks where the tasks themselves are interrelated and constrained by deadlines and resource limits� The
T�MS framework models such problem solving processes� In T�MS primitive actions� called methods�
are modeled statistically via discrete probability distributions in three dimensions� quality� cost� and
duration� Probability distributions are also associated with task interactions� called NLEs �nonlocal
e�ects�� e�g�� precedence constraints or advantageous soft relationships� and the e�ects of the interactions
are reasoned about statistically�
A highly simpli�ed conceptual example� of a T�MS task structure for gathering auto purchase infor

mation via the Web is shown in Figure �� The oval nodes are tasks and the square nodes are methods� The
toplevel task is to Gather�Purchase�Data�on�Nissan�Maxima and it has two subtasks Gather�Reviews
and Find�Invoice�Price�Data� The toplevel task accumulates quality according to the sum all�� quality
accumulation function �qaf�� thus both of its subtasks must be performed to satisfy the objective� The
Gather�Reviews task has two methods� query Edmund�s�Reviews and query Heraud�s�Test�Drives� These
methods are governed by a sum�� qaf thus the powerset of the methods minus the empty set may be

�The task structures actually emitted by the information gathering planner are too complex for example purposes�
�Qafs de�ne how a given task is achieved through its subtasks or methods� The sum all�� qaf means that all of the

subtasks must be performed and that the task�s quality is a sum of the qualities achieved by its subtasks�
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performed to achieve the tasks� i�e�� Edmund�s may be queried� Heraud�s may be queried� or both may
be queried� The Find�Invoice�Price�Data task has three subtasks� two of type method and one of type
task� governed by the max�� qaf which is analogous to an OR relationship� Note the decomposition of
the obtain invoice via AutoSite task into two methods� one that locates the URL and one that issues the
query� The enables NLE between the URL �nding method and the query method� in conjunction with
the low quality associated with the URL �nding method� indicate that �nding the URL is necessary for
task achievement but that it contributes very little to achieving the task relative to the method that
actually obtains the pricing report� We discuss T�MS in more detail in Section � and return to this
example in Section ��

Gather-Purchase-Data-on-Nissan-Maxima
sum_all()

Find-Invoice-Price-Data
max()

Gather-Reviews

Edmund's-Reviews Heraud's-Test-Drives
sum()

Q (2% 0)(98% 10)
C (100% 0)
D (50% 120)(25% 130)

(25% 140)

Q (20% 0)(80% 17)
C (100% 0)
D (40% 240)(60% 300)

Q = Quality
C = Cost
D = Duration

Subtask Relation

Enables NLE Method

Task

AutoSite

Get-URL Issue-Request
max()

enables
Q (5% 0)(95% .0001)
C (100% 0)
D (50% 30)(50% 60)

Q (100% 24)
C (100% $9.95)
D (50% 240)(50% 260)

Edmund's-Price-Guide
Q (5% 0)(95% 12)
C (100% 0)
D (50% 120)(25% 130)(25% 14)

Intelichoice
Q (100% 17)
C (100% $4.95)
D (50% 480)(50% 560)

Figure �� T�MS Task Structure for Gathering Auto Purchase Information

Scheduling problem solving activities modeled in the T�MS language has three major requirements�
�� to �nd a sequence of actions to achieve the highlevel task� �� to �nd the sequence of actions in soft
realtime� �� to �nd the sequence to meet the dynamic goal criteria� i�e�� di�erent cost� quality� duration�
and certainty requirements� of di�erent clients� T�MS models multiple approaches for achieving tasks
along with the quality� cost� and duration characteristics of the primitive actions� speci�cally to enable
T�MS clients to reason about the tradeo�s of di�erent courses of action� In other words� for a given
T�MS task model� there are multiple approaches for achieving the highlevel task and each approach has
di�erent quality� cost� duration� and certainty characteristics� In contrast to classic scheduling problems�
the scheduling objective is not to �nd some way to accomplish the task� but to �nd the approach that
best suits a particular client�s quality� cost� duration� and certainty needs� Consider the task of gathering
information via the highly uncertain WWW to support a decision about the purchase of a statistical
analysis software package� Certain clients may prefer a risky information gathering plan that has a
potentially high payo� in terms of information gathered� but also has a high probability of failure�
Other� more risk averse clients might prefer a course of action that results in a lower payo� in exchange
for more certainty about the payo� and a lower probability of failure� The fundamental premise of our
work is that the goodness of a particular solution is entirely dependent on a particular client�s complex

objectives and that di�erent client�s have varying objectives� Thus the scheduling process must not only
consider the attribute tradeo�s of di�erent solutions� but must also do so dynamically� Furthermore�
the scheduling process must be e
cient as the application domain involves agents acting in the world in
realtime� Because of the inherent uncertainty in the domain� where actions may fail or have unexpected
results� scheduling activities are typically interleaved with planning and execution� Thus scheduler
ine
ciencies are multiplied many times during a problem solving instance�
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We will go into greater detail in Section �� but the ���n� and o�nn� combinatorics of our scheduling
problem precludes using exhaustive search techniques for �nding optimal schedules� Furthermore� the
deadline and resource constraints on tasks� plus the existence of complex task interrelationships� prevent
the use of focused optimal search algorithms like A�� DesigntoCriteria copes with these explosive
combinatorics by satis�cing with respect to the goal criteria and with respect to searching the solution
space� This satis�cing dualism translates into four di�erent techniques that DesigntoCriteria uses to
reduce the search space and make the scheduling problem tractable�

Criteria�Directed Focusing The client�s goal criteria is not simply used to select the �best� schedule
for execution� but is also leveraged to focus all processing activities on producing solutions and
partial solutions that are most likely to meet the tradeo�s and limits�thresholds de�ned by the
criteria� This is achieved by creating and identifying partial solutions that seem likely to meet
the criteria and concentrating further development on these classes of partial solutions� pruning or
ignoring other partial solutions that are deemed least probable to lead to �good� solutions�

Approximation Schedule approximations� called alternatives� are used to provide an inexpensive� but
coarse� overview of the schedule solution space� Alternatives contain a set of unordered actions that
can be scheduled �ordered� to achieve a particular task along with estimates for the quality� cost�
and duration distributions that may result from scheduling the actions� Alternatives are inexpensive
to compute as the complex task interactions are only partially considered and ordering� resource�
and other constraints are ignored� The alternative abstraction space is used in conjunction with
criteria directed focusing to build schedules from alternatives that are most likely to lead to good
schedules�

Heuristic Decision Making We have focused on the high order complexity of our scheduling problem
as a whole� but the action ordering scheduling problem su�ers from similar combinatorics� Given a
set of n actions to perform� there are n� orderings that must be considered and the O�n�� expense
is nontrivial�

We cope with this complexity using a group of heuristics for action ordering� The heuristics take
into consideration task interactions� attempting to take advantage of positive interactions while
avoiding negative interactions� They also consider resource limits� individual action deadlines�
task deadlines� commitments made with other problem solving agents� and other constraints� The
heuristic algorithm reduces the O�n�� action ordering problem to loworder polynomial levels in
the worst case�

Heuristic Error Correction The use of approximation and heuristic decision making has a price � it
is possible to create schedules that do not achieve the highlevel task� or� achieve the highlevel task
but do not live up to quality� cost� duration� or certainty expectations set by the estimates contained
in the alternatives� This can be caused by an overconstrained problem� but also by complex task
interactions that are glossed over by the alternative approximation and not considered by the action
ordering heuristics� A secondary set of improvement ���	 heuristics act as a safety net to catch
the errors that are correctable� Again� this problem is potentially computationally expensive as
the required �x may be achievable by any combination of the actions in the task structure and
it is impossible to ascertain if a hypothetical �x will generate the desired result until it is fully
scheduled� Thus this aspect of the scheduling algorithm is also heuristic and relies on abstraction
and criteria directed focusing to reduce the complexity�

DesigntoCriteria thus copes with computational complexity by using the client goal criteria to focus
processing� reasoning with schedule approximations rather than complete schedules� and using a heuris
tic� rather than exhaustive� scheduling approach� A highlevel view of the DesigntoCriteria algorithm
is shown in Figure �� This methodology is e�ective because several aspects of the scheduling problem
are soft and amenable to a satis�cing approach� For example� the client goal speci�cation mechanism�
discussed in detail in Section ���� expresses soft client objectives or soft constraints� Solutions do not
need to meet absolute requirements because clients cannot know a priori what types of solutions are
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possible for a given task structure due to the combinatorics� Hard constraints exist in T�MS but they
originate from commitments entered into with other problem solvers and from the tasks themselves�
Similarly� soft task interactions also represent soft constraints that can be relaxed� i�e�� they can be
leveraged or not depending on the situation� Finally� though the T�MS scheduling problem is more
complex than many traditional scheduling problems because of its representation of multiple approaches
for task achievement� it is also more �exible� If we view the scheduling activity as a search process�
typically there is a neighborhood of solutions that will meet the client�s goal criteria and the lack of
exhaustive search� i�e�� search by focused processing and approximation does not necessitate scheduling
failure� We provide empirical examples of this characteristic of our scheduling problem in Section ��
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Figure �� High�Level Control�Flow View of Design�to�Criteria

This work falls into the general area of �exible computation ���	� but di�ers from most �exible com
putation approaches in its use of multiple actions for task achievement �one exception is ���	�� in its
�rst class treatment of uncertainty� and in its ability to use uncertainty information in the selection of
methods for execution� Much work in �exible computation makes use of anytime algorithms ��� ��� ��	�
algorithms that always have an answer at hand and produce higher quality results as they are given more
time� up to a threshold� Our multiple methods approach can model any activity� including anytime al
gorithms� that can be characterized statistically and we place no constraints on the statistical behavior
of the activities in question� In our work� uncertainty is a �rst class concept that both appears in the
statistical descriptions of the available methods and is propagated and related as schedules and schedule
approximations are generated� Unlike most work in anytime algorithms that focuses on the propagation
of uncertainty ���	� we can also include uncertainty and uncertainty reduction in the goal criteria and
focus work on reducing uncertainty when important to the client� This ability stems from our task
model�s representation of alternative ways to perform various tasks� Because multiple methods often
exist to perform tasks� we can reason about the quality� cost� duration� and uncertainty tradeo�s of
di�erent actions when determining which actions to perform� achieving the best possible overall results�
In Section � we describe the T�MS task model in more detail and in Section � we present the client

criteria speci�cation metaphor and the DesigntoCriteria algorithm� Examples of DesigntoCriteria in
action are provided in Section � and future work is discussed in Section ��
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�� T�MS Task Models

The T�MS task modeling framework is used to describe and reason about complex problem solving
processes� T�MS models are abstractions of problem solving processes� they represent major tasks and
major decision points� interactions between tasks� and resource constraints but they do not describe the
intimate details of each primitive action� Graphically the model is a tree where interior nodes� called
tasks� denote abstract highlevel problem solving activities and leaves� methods� represent executable ac
tions� Alternative approaches for performing tasks are represented explicitly in T�MS and all methods
are statistically characterized in three dimensions� quality� cost and duration� Quality is a deliberately
abstract domainindependent concept that describes the contribution of a particular action to the over
all problem solving objective� Thus� di�erent applications have di�erent notions of what corresponds
to model quality� Duration describes the amount of time that a method will take to execute� Cost
describes the �nancial or opportunity cost inherent in performing the action modeled by the method�
The statistical characteristics of the three dimensions are described via discrete probability distributions
associated with each method� These distributions represent a priori expectations about the performance
characteristics of actions� It is important to note that in most T�MS applications� and with the Design
toCriteria scheduling approach� these expectations need not be precise speci�cations� Scheduling is
usually interleaved with execution� monitoring� and planning� the distribution mechanism serves as a
vehicle for clients �planners� other humans� other systems� to express expectations that are used by the
scheduling algorithm to consider tradeo�s of di�erent possible courses of action� in much the same way
that a human problem solver would use expectations to make choices� When expectations di�er from
results� monitoring in conjunction with performance envelopes trigger replanning and rescheduling to
navigate through the areas in which expectations did not hold true� Expectations may be improved over
time through learning or obtained a priori by o�line learning� Even when expectations are perfectly in
tune with prior problem solving episodes� the environments in which these systems operate are dynamic
and unpredictable� The fundamental premise is that when choosing between alternative ways to solve
a problem� reasoning from imprecise expectations that are at least in the �ballpark� is more e�ective
than choosing blindly� T�MS is a framework for modeling complex and inherently approximate problem
solving activities� no T�MS based control component relies wholly on the accuracy of the initial quality�
cost� and duration distributions associated with T�MS methods�
T�MS models are the grounding element and medium of exchange for DesigntoTime ���� ��	 and

DesigntoCriteria scheduling ���� ��	 and multiagent ��	 coordination research� and are being used in
CooperativeInformationGathering ���� �� ��	� collaborative distributed design ��	� distributed situation
assessment ��	� and surviveable systems ���	 funded research projects� T�MS diverges from traditional
hierarchical representations in that di�erent alternatives for achieving a task are expressed explicitly and
reasoning about tradeo�s is a �rst class activity� The overall objective when working in T�MS is to
achieve quality for the task structure root� task group� or set of task groups� all of which are synonymous
with achieving the highlevel task�� As with most hierarchical representations the highlevel task is
achieved by achieving some combination of its subtasks � quality achievement is a ubiquitous goal�
Highlevel T�MS tasks accumulate quality from their subtasks� which get quality from their subtasks
recursively until the methods are reached� according to quality accumulation functions �qaf�� Qafs are
approximations that model how utilities are calculated and propagated in the problem solving process
described by the model� The primary T�MS qafs are max��� which is somewhat analogous to a logical
OR� min��� comparable to logical AND� and sum�� where any member of the power set � of the subtasks
may be executed to achieve the task�
Hard and soft interactions between tasks� called NLEs �nonlocal e�ects�� are also represented in

�The term task group is used to denote a set of tasks that are related hierarchically and via non�local e�ects� Tasks are
not joined under a task group if they do not have interactions and are not related hierarchically� A T�MS model may be
composed of several task groups that are joined under a special meta root� In this case the overall objective is to achieve
the meta root via the individual task groups� rather than to achieve a single task group via its subtasks�

�The number of ways to accumulate quality under the sum�� qaf is the power�set of its subtasks minus the empty set�
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T�MS and reasoned about during scheduling and coordination� Hard task interactions delineate hard
precedence constraints and model situations where the output of one computational activity is required
for another computational activity to commence� Soft task interactions denote situations where the result
of one computational activity can facilitate or hinder another computational activity� For example� in
the tripplanning domain� if multiple agents need to ascertain the current temperature in Tampa and
one agent acquires the information and communicates it to the other agents� they will bene�t from the
work done by the �rst agent and this will result in decreased duration for their problem solving activities�
The e�ects of soft interactions are quanti�ed via probability distributions that describe the e�ect of the
interaction on the quality� cost� duration� quality certainty� cost certainty� or duration certainty of the
tasks in question� Although soft interactions are �optional�� representing soft constraints� they cannot
be ignored by the scheduling process as leveraging soft interactions can greatly a�ect the characteristics
of the schedules produced� A complete description of T�MS is beyond the scope of this paper� however�
further background information will be provided where necessary�

�� Design�to�Criteria Scheduling

DesigntoCriteria scheduling is the process of �nding a satis�cing course of action for a complex
problem solving activity represented as a T�MS task structure� The central objective is to cope with
the combinatorial explosion of possibilities while reasoning about quality� cost� and duration criteria
such as hard or soft limit�threshold requirements for each dimension and factors describing the relative
importance of each dimension� Scheduler clients specify the design criteria and the scheduler designs a
schedule to best meet the criteria� if possible given the task model� To illustrate this concept� a set of
satis�cing schedules produced by the DesigntoCriteria scheduler� for the Auto Purchase task structure
�Figure ��� using four di�erent sets of criteria is shown in Figure �� Schedule A is constructed for a
client interested in a fast� free� solution with any nonzero quality� Schedule B suits a client who wants a
timely and free solution� but wants less uncertainty about the expected quality of the results� Schedule
C is constructed for a user interested in a good quality� free� solution that can be obtained while she
goes for a cup of co�ee� Schedule D is generated to meet the criteria of a fourth individual who is willing
to pay and wait for a highquality response�

���� The Criteria Speci�cation Metaphor

At the heart of the DesigntoCriteria paradigm is the ability to determine how well a particular
schedule� or schedule abstraction �alternative�� �ts a set of design criteria� The process of measuring
the �goodness� of schedules or alternatives and determining which items are best is called evaluation�
Evaluation is used to focus alternative creation when the alternative sets are too large and the scheduling
problem becomes intractable� It is also used to determine what alternatives to turn into schedules and
to decide which completed schedule best satis�ces to meet the criteria
The evaluation functions operate to determine a principled measurement of utility based on relativity

and proportionality� Relativity is important because the objective is to make satis�cing choices and
the goodness of one option is relative to the other possible options� Proportionality is a major concern
because we do not want di�erent quality� cost� and duration scales to skew the evaluation mechanism and
because the client�s criteria is described in a relative�proportionalistic fashion� The evaluation functions
are paired with a criteria speci�cation metaphor� called importance sliders� The slider metaphor enables
clients to de�ne the relative importance of quality� cost� and duration with respect to four classes of
concerns� raw goodness� thresholds and limits� certainty� and certainty thresholds�
The objective of the evaluation approach is to translate a client�s needs into choosing the course of

action that best meets the criteria� Clients are good at expressing and reasoning about the relative

importance of quality� cost� and duration� but they are less good at assigning particular values that
denote goodness� Thus� our evaluation approach operates on the conceptual notion of importance sliders



	

Schedule C: Good Quality, Moderate Cost, Slow
Edmund's-Reviews Heraud's-Test-Drives Intelichoice
Q (~0% 17)(20% 27)(2% 34)(78% 44)
C (100% $4.95)
D (20% 840)(19% 900)(31% 920)(19% 980)(11% 1000)
Expected Q: 40 Q Certainty: 78%
Expected C: $4.95 C Certainty: 100%
Expected D: 920 seconds D Certainty: 70%

Get-AutoSite-URL Issue-AutoSite-RequestHeraud's-Test-DrivesEdmund's-Reviews
Schedule D: High Quality, High Cost, Moderate Duration

Q (1% 0)(4% 27)(19% 34)(2% 41)(74% 51)
C (100% $9.95)
D (20% 630)(31% 690)(24% 720)(19% 740)(6% 760)
Expected Q: 46 Q Certainty: 74%
Expected C: $9.95 C Certainty: 100%
Expected D: 698 seconds D Certainty: 51%

Q (~0% 0)(5% 10)(2% 12)(93% 22)
C (100% 0)
D (25% 240)(25% 250)(31% 260)(12% 270)(6% 280)
Expected Q: 21 Q Certainty: 93%
Expected C: 0 C Certainty: 100%
Expected D: 255 seconds D Certainty: 50%

Schedule A: Fast and Free
Edmund's-Reviews Edmund's-Price-Guide

Q (2% 17)(98% 27)
C (100% $4.95)
D (25% 600)(12% 620)(31% 680)(19% 700)
Expected Q: 26 Q Certainty: 98%
Expected C: $4.95 C Certainty: 100%
Expected D: 647 seconds D Certainty: 50%

Schedule B: High Quality Certainty, Moderate Cost
Edmund's-Reviews Intelichoice

Figure �� Four Satis�cing Schedules

that clients �set� for each dimension in the criteria set� The importance sliders� which take on percentage
values from � to ���� describe the relative importance of each of dimension in a domain independent
fashion� Using the sliders� client applications or users can express the notions like �quality is twice as
important as cost and duration is half as important� or �quality and duration are equally important but
cost is no issue��
While we have introduced sliders in a general sense there are actually �ve sets of sliders used in the

criteria speci�cation process� some of which are accompanied by absolute requirements in the form of
thresholds or limits� We should note that the sliders take on percentage values� with the constraint that
each bank�s sliders sum to ��� � purely for semantic reasons� The entire evaluation approach will work
with any range of values and without the ��� sum constraint� The slider sets� shown in Figure �� are�

Raw Goodness This slider set contains sliders for each dimension� quality� cost� and duration� Its
purpose is to describe the relative importance of each dimension� For example� setting quality to
�� and cost and duration to �� expresses the notion that quality is twice as important as each
of the other dimensions and that it should weigh twice as heavily as each when evaluating schedules
or alternatives�

Threshold and Limits This slider set also contains sliders for each dimension� however� in this set
each slider is paired with a value� or a gradual utility function� that denotes the minimum desired
threshold for the quality dimension or the maximum limit for cost or duration� The separation of
limits and thresholds from overall goodness allows clients to specify concepts like �Cost� quality
and duration are equally important in general� but schedules whose cost is under my limit are
particularly valuable��

Where utility functions are used instead of values to delineate changes in utility� the functions
describe the range in which utility begins to increase as quality increases� or the range where
utility decreases as cost or duration increase� The utility function speci�cation lets clients express
notions like �Overall quality and cost are equally important and I want a solution in �ve minutes�
but I�ll grudgingly wait up to ten minutes for a highquality solution��

Note that the limits and thresholds describe quantities that schedules or alternatives must exceed
in order to get points from this set of sliders� i�e�� schedules that fail to beat thresholds and limits
may still be returned for execution if they best satis�ce over the criteria set as a whole� The issue






of satis�cing with respect to hard constraints is beyond the scope of this paper but the solution
lies in negotiation� see Section ��

Certainty This slider set de�nes how important reducing uncertainty in each dimension is relative to
the other dimensions� In particular applications it may be more desirable to pick a slower� more
costly schedule that returns lower expected quality because the certainty about the resulting quality
is very high� When reducing uncertainty is important to the client� the scheduler may schedule
multiple alternatives for achieving a particular task� using a form of redundancy ���	 to increase
the probability that a particular result will be generated�

Certainty Thresholds This bank is analogous to the thresholds�limits bank above except that this
bank focuses on the uncertainty associated with quality� cost� and duration� Schedules or alterna
tives whose certainty in a particular dimension meet or exceed the de�ned threshold are preferred�
This enables clients to expression notions like �certainty in the quality dimension is not important
as long as the schedule is at least �� likely to produce the expected quality value or one better��
as opposed to raw certainty objectives like �certainty in the quality dimension is important�� As
with the thresholds�limits sliders� the thresholds can be gradual� rather than a single value� and
speci�ed via a function or curve�

Meta This slider set relates the importance of the four previous slider sets� This separation allows
clients to focus on relating quality� cost and duration with each other in each of the cases above�
then to �step back� and decide how important each of the di�erent aspects are relative to each
other�

Certainty

Quality Cost Duration

100%
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Figure �� A Slider Set Describing Particular Criteria

In the example slider set� shown in Figure �� quality is the most important general factor with cost
being one half as important and duration being not important at all� In terms of thresholds� quality and
duration have none� but schedules whose cost is below !���� are preferred� Schedules whose expected
quality and cost values are more certain are also preferred and uncertainty about duration is not an
issue as long as schedules meet or exceed the �� duration certainty threshold� Relating the four
sets of criteria together� they are all equally ��� � important and thus all contribute equally to the
overall ranking� Mapping this example to the real world� this could describe the criteria of an individual
performing research on the web who does not need the information in a timely fashion� has limited funds
in his or her pocket� wants good quality information� but also wants to be certain of the cost and quality
of the proposed solution before committing to a course of action� and is scheduling activities later in the
day based on the expected search duration�

���� Mapping the Criteria Speci�cation to Utility

After de�ning the slider sets� the problem then becomes how to use the criteria to produce results that
match expectations� When determining schedule or alternative �goodness�� alternatives or schedules are
rated using the relative importances expressed on the sliders� We associate a rating component with each
of the slider banks� excluding the meta bank� and then combine them according to the relative weights
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expressed in the meta slider bank� The omnipresent themes in the rating calculations are relativity and
proportionality�
In general� we calculate the rating component for a given slider bank by calculating subcomponents

for each dimension� quality� cost� and duration� Each dimension�s subcomponent is computed by looping
over the set of items to be evaluated and normalizing each item�s expected value or expected probability
�in the uncertainty case� for that particular dimension� and then multiplying the result by the relative
importance as expressed in the slider� It is crucial to normalize the values to a common scale so that in
domains where one dimension� say quality� is exponentially larger than the others it does not dominate
the ratings disproportionately� Scaling based on the observed minimum and maximum values for a given
dimension is similarly important� With the exception of the threshold�limit case we are interested in
relative goodness between alternatives or schedules� By using minima and maxima that are derived from
the set of items being rated� we automatically scale the grain size to de�ne relative di�erences in the
items� For example� say Schedule A has expected quality of ���� Schedule B has expected quality of ����
and Schedule C has expected quality of ���� In absolute numerical terms Schedule A is �a little� better
than both B and C� However� in relative terms� Schedule A is by far the best of the possible schedules�
The notion of relative scaling will become more clear from the equations that follow�
We calculate the rating component for the �rst slider bank� that describes the raw goodness of a

particular dimension� as follows�

�� Find the min and max expected values for quality� cost� and duration that occur in the set of
schedules or alternatives being rated�

�� Loop over the set of alternatives or schedules to be rated and calculate the raw goodness rating
for each by calculating the quality� cost� and duration subcomponents as follows in Steps � and ��

�� Let this�eq denote the expected quality value of the alternative or schedule under consideration�
Its quality subcomponent is a function of the the percentage of quality achieved by this�eq relative
to the min and max� minq and maxq � quality values of the set of items being rated� scaled by the
raw goodness quality slider� RG sliderq and the total number of points in the raw goodness bank�

ratingq �
�this�eq �minq�

maxq �minq

�

RG sliderqPd�c

i�q
RG slideri

	� Duration is di�erent than quality as greater duration is generally less preferable� Whereas with the
quality related equation� achieving the best quality of all items in the set should bring the highest
reward� in this case� achieving the least duration of all items in the set should bring the highest
reward� Cost is like duration in that lower cost is better�

ratingd �
�maxd � this�ed�

maxd �mind

�

RG sliderdPd�c

i�q
RG slideri

ratingc �
�maxc � this�ec�

maxc �minc

�

RG slidercPd�c

i�q
RG slideri


� The quality� duration� and cost subcomponents are then summed to obtain the aggregate raw
goodness rating component�

The threshold or limit rating component is likewise composed of three subcomponents that are simple
to compute� quality above the speci�ed threshold� and cost and duration below the speci�ed limits� are
rewarded according to the relative settings of the quality� cost� and duration sliders� Beating a threshold
or a limit is rewarded the same regardless of how well a particular schedule or alternative beats the
threshold or limit� Originally� the ratings were based on the distance between the expected value for
a particular dimension and its limit or threshold� However� this approach leads to rewards for high
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relative quality� and low relative cost and duration� from both the threshold�limit bank and from the
raw goodness bank and the results were not in keeping with the semantics of the sliders� If a gradual
utility function is used in lieu of a single threshold�limit value� the reward is scaled by the utility percent
associated with the particular value�
The ratings for the certainty related slider banks are computed in a fashion similar to the raw

goodness and threshold�limit banks� though the focus is on certainty about values rather than the values
themselves� After computing the raw goodness� threshold�limit� certainty� and certainty threshold rating
components� the alternate or schedule rating is computed by weighting the rating components according
to the relations speci�ed by the meta sliders� The full details are presented in ���	�
As the evaluation mechanism is used to reduce the computational work required by the scheduling

process� it is important to realize that the above components are inexpensive to compute� The process
of �nding the minima and maxima and calculating the sub components is O�n�� where n is the number
of items being rated� Additionally� the constants involved are very small as most of the values used in
the computations are computed elsewhere and stored� Even the cost of sorting the items after they are
rated� O�nlogn�� or selecting which m items of an unordered set of n to keep� O�m � n� where m � n�
is easily dominated by other factors in the scheduling process�

���� The Design�to�Criteria Approach for Managing Complexity

DesigntoCriteria scheduling requires a sophisticated heuristic approach because of the scheduling
task�s inherent computational complexity� To understand the complexity and get a feel for the scheduling
process� consider a task structure only a single level deep� where a single task has m children that are
methods and it accumulates quality according to the sum�� qaf� In this case� there are �m�� unordered
sets of methods that can be used to achieve the parent task� and within each set of n methods� n� possible
orderings of methods in the schedule� In general� the upperbound on the number of possible schedules
for a T�MS task structure containing m methods is given in Equation �� Clearly� for any signi�cant
task structure the brutestrength approach of generating all possible schedules is infeasible�

mX
i��

�
m

i

�
i� ���

The DesigntoCriteria algorithm is composed of several discrete stages� Figure �� each designed to
assist in complexity reduction� The breakdown in stages correlates to two di�erent sources of complexity
contained in the summation above� The �rst source of complexity� O��m� where m is the number of
methods in the T�MS task structure� is driven by the number of unordered method sets that can achieve
the highlevel objective� The second source of complexity is caused by the number of possible schedules
that can be created for each unordered method set � O�n��� where n is the number of methods in a
given set�
We partly cope with the O�n�� class of computational complexity by using the aforementioned schedule

abstraction� the alternative� Alternatives contain sets of unordered methods that can be ordered to form
a schedule and an estimate of the quality� cost� and duration distributions that may result from building
the schedule� Alternatives are associated with all task nodes in the T�MS task structure� Alternatives
for tasks closer to the root are combinations of the alternatives associated with the subtasks� the subs�
alternatives are combined according to the qaf� Alternatives are built bottomup from the leaves to the
root� A subset of the alternatives for the root of the task structure are turned into schedules to perform
the high level task by achieving the lower level tasks� In a sense� alternatives of the interior nodes
represent partial unordered schedules � they describe the actions that can be performed� i�e�� methods�
to obtain quality for the task node with which they are associated�

�The complexity of the action ordering task in T�MS is actually O��m�n�� �m���� where m is the number of actions to
order and n is the number of nodes in the T�MS task structure� The added factor is generated by the possibility of task
interactions� When adding each method to the schedule� the entire task structure may have to be processed to propagate
the non�local�e�ects and compute the e�ects of task interactions�
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Alternatives contain two sets of estimates for the quality� cost� and duration distributions that are
likely to result from scheduling the unordered methods� The base�line set of distributions is computed
by ignoring all task interactions and the potential distribution set is computed by assuming that all
positive task interactions are achieved in scheduling and all negative interactions are avoided� Note
that the estimates are rough as the complex task interactions are glossed over and the other scheduling
constraints� e�g�� deadlines� resource limits� etc�� are ignored� The estimates are currently related via
an averaging technique� however� comparing the potential distribution set to the baseline set may yield
useful information and is an area of future exploration�
The alternative abstraction defers the O�n�� ordering component of the complexity problem until

schedule time when orderings are imposed and the heuristic method ordering functions are used to reduce
the O�n�� complexity� However� the alternative abstraction does not address the O��m� complexity factor
which is driven by the number of possible method sets that can achieve the highlevel objective� This
complexity is handled dynamically during the alternative generation process by focusing processing on
alternatives that best satis�ce to meet the client�s goal criteria� There are three di�erent classes of
combinatorial explosions that can occur during the leaftoroot alternative generation process�

Build�Up Gradual complexity buildup occurs when a task node has a typical number of child nodes�
each of which has many alternatives� and the children are joined under the sum�� qaf�

Complexity of this type is controlled by pruning each alternative set posthoc� In other words�
the gradual buildup is eliminated by pruning the alternative sets of the child nodes after they
are generated to keep the number of alternatives� at each step� within a reasonable bounds� The
alternatives are pruned according to the quality� cost� duration� and certainty criteria speci�ed
by the scheduler client and the estimates associated with the alternative� The caveat is that the
quality� cost� and duration distribution estimates may be inaccurate depending on the interactions
between tasks� This is partly addressed by the improvement heuristics touchedon later�

Instant Instant complexity problems occur when a task node has a large number of child nodes� each
with few alternatives� and the children are joined under the sum�� qaf�

Complexity of this type is predictable by a simple lookahead operation� In this case� we cannot
�rst generate the alternative set and then prune because the actual number of alternatives that
would be generated is too large� Instead� we must heuristically generate a set of alternatives that
characterizes the set of possible alternatives with an eye towards the client�s quality� cost� and du
ration criteria�� The details of this operation are current research� Note that if the number of child
nodes is moderate� we can generate the alternative set and prune if necessary� as described above�
because the exponential factor O��m� still translates into a manageable number of alternatives�

Combination Combinations of instant and buildup as described above� This occurs when a task node
has a large number of child nodes� each with many alternatives� and the children are joined under
the sum�� qaf� In this case� the solution for the buildup problem above will control the number of
alternatives that reside a the child nodes before alternatives are created for the parent node� and
the instant solution will control the number of alternatives generated at the parent node�

Thus the O��m� type of complexity is controlled by focusing alternative production on alternatives
that best satis�ce to meet the client goal criteria� Note that the combinatorics of the alternative gener
ation process remain unchanged� but the actual number of alternatives generated and considered during
processing is kept manageable� The end result is that at the toplevel task the set of alternatives that
can be scheduled is much smaller than if the goal criteria is not used to guide processing� As mentioned
previously� not all alternatives associated with the root task node are turned into schedules� Again�
the client goal criteria is used to focusing processing on alternatives that seem most likely to lead to
schedules that will meet the spirit of the goal criteria� i�e�� the set of candidate alternatives compared to
the goal criteria and ranked� and the most highly rated alternatives are built into schedules�

�This problem does not occur in the example discussed in Section ��
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Once an alternative is selected to be scheduled� a heuristic method rating process is used to determine
the proper ordering of the alternative�s methods to create a schedule� The method rating approach
controls the O�n�� complexity by not generating all possible orderings of the methods� Schedules are
constructed by iterating over the set of unscheduled methods for the alternative and calculating a
numerical rating for each of the methods� After each pass through the list of unscheduled methods�
the highest ranked method is added to the schedule and deleted from the set of remaining candidate
methods� In the event that the candidate method set is not empty� and no method can be inserted on
the schedule due to various constraints� a slacktime element may be inserted or scheduling of the given
alternative may halt at that point� Methods are rated using the following heuristics�

� Enforce hard NLEs� i�e�� enforce precedence constraints� This heuristic examines the relationships
of the method being rated and if the method must be preceded by one or more other methods� and
the methods have not yet been scheduled� then the method in question is marked as unschedulable
at this time� Note that the process of determining whether or not a given method is actually enabled
entails determining whether or not an enabler is enabled� and so forth� potentially exploring the
entire task structure�

� Enforce earliest start times and deadlines� Earliest start times specify the earliest time at which
a particular method can be scheduled and deadlines specify a time at which a particular method
must be completed� This heuristic determines if either of these hard constraints would be violated
by scheduling� or not scheduling� the method at hand in a probabilistic fashion �as start and end
times are probabilistic�� If scheduling the method is likely to result in violation of a hard constraint�
then it is marked as unschedulable�

� Try to take advantage of positive soft NLEs� where doing one activity before another improves
overall utility� This class of heuristics examines the positive soft interactions between tasks and
gives preference to methods that have a positive soft interaction on other unscheduled methods�

� Try to avoid negative soft NLEs� where doing one activity before another degrades overall utility�
This class of heuristics is the converse of the class above� Methods that have negative e�ects on
other methods if they precede the other methods in execution are deferred if possible�

� Try to satisfy external commitments and avoid violating them� This class of heuristics deals with
commitments made with other problem solving agents� If scheduling the particular method will
violate a commitment� its rating is downgraded� if scheduling the particular method will satisfy a
commitment� its rating is upgraded�

� Try to improve overall schedule quality quickly  a greedy heuristic� In problem solving domains
where uncertainty is an issue� a good heuristic is often to try to get some useful work done as soon
as possible� This heuristic gives preference to methods whose execution will achieve some useful
work immediately� i�e�� to methods whose execution achieves some level of quality for the top level
task�

While the complexity of some of the method rating heuristics is polynomial in the number of task
structure nodes� overall the savings of this approach versus the O�n��� ���n� and o�nn� by Stirling�s
approximation� expense of exploring even a portion of the possible orderings is pronounced and makes
the problem tractable�
After each schedule is generated �all methods are scheduled or discarded due to unsatis�able con

straints� it is critiqued by a set of improvement heuristics that ascertain if adding other methods or
alternatives to the schedule will improve its overall quality� cost� and duration characteristics� Typically�
the critics look for methods that are positively a�ected by hard or soft interactions that are missing
from the current schedule� For example� if performing method A may improve the quality and reduce
the cost of method B� but method A is omitted from a schedule that includes method B� it may be
worthwhile to add A� Improvements are suggested to the system not by tweaking the schedule at hand�
but by suggesting an alternative� or set of alternatives� that includes the items lacking in the current
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schedule� Schedules are not directly modi�ed by the critics because there are generally many di�erent
possible ways to achieve the improvement and it would require potentially more work to perform the
tradeo� and constraint analysis necessary to integrate the improvement posthoc than to regenerate the
schedule from the expanded alternative� Additionally� as the addition of new methods to the method set
associated with the alternative �paired with the schedule being critiqued� will change its quality� cost�
duration� and uncertainty characteristics� it must again be compared to other candidate alternatives to
determine if it is even worthwhile to build a schedule from the expanded alternative� The newly created
alternatives are thus added to the set of eligible alternatives and selected� or not� according to how well
their potentials meet the client�s criteria relative to the other alternatives�
The process of selecting alternatives and building schedules iterates until the number of schedules

crosses a threshold� all the alternatives are scheduled� the time allocated to scheduling runsout� or
the remaining alternatives cannot lead to better schedules �determined by the alternatives� potentials��
Schedules are then rated against the client�s quality� cost� and duration criteria and the best one is
returned for execution� This iterative process has an anytime ���� ��	 �avor since generating the set of
alternatives for the root task is relatively inexpensive and fast realtimewise� due to complexity control�
compared to the process of building schedules� The scheduler can generate a small set of schedules
quickly� but given more time� it can explore more schedules and increase the probability that a �better�
schedule is created�	

As mentioned previously� the scheduling process is typically not a oneshot activity� Because of the
uncertainty involved� it is entirely possible for a method execution to return results outside of the bounds
of expectations thus requiring rescheduling� However� in situations where rescheduling is not appealing�
the scheduler can create less e
cient schedules that are fault tolerant by making conservative probabilistic
assumptions about quality� cost� duration and uncertainty� This relates somewhat to previous work
done by Durfee and Lesser ��	 and in ��	 in which schedules are made �loose� by increasing duration
expectations when building schedules� e�ectively creating a slacktime bu�er between each action� Our
model is much stronger in that we change expectations based on probabilities rather than using magic
numbers� and we do so in all dimensions� quality� cost� and duration�

	� Demonstrating the E�cacy of Design�to�Criteria

To illustrate the e
cacy of the DesigntoCriteria approach at controlling combinatorics and custom
building schedules� let us consider the problem of building schedules for the moderately complex T�MS
task structure shown in Figure �� Note that this task structure is far too large for an exhaustive search
algorithm� The �� T�MS methods translate into a power set with ��	 members� each one having n�
possible orderings where n is the number of methods in the subset of the powerset being scheduled�
Exhaustive search would entail generating all possible ��� � ���� schedules� We compare Designto
Criteria with an exhaustive approach on a smaller task structure later in this section�
Since the hypothetical client is interested in schedules that tradeo� quality and duration� and is more

interested in keeping duration toward the lower end of the spectrum than achieving maximum quality�
the criteria is set as follows� the rawgoodness quality slider is set to �� � the rawgoodness duration
slider is set to �� � and the meta slider for the rawgoodness bank is set to ��� � In other words� only
rawgoodness is at issue and quality is �� as important as duration� This setting models a client with
no a priori knowledge about expected durations or qualities� hence the emphasis on rawgoodness� Note�
we are using two dimensional goal criteria� quality and duration� because visualizing two dimensions is
straightforward and the graphs are intuitive� The focusing mechanism works equally well with richer
multidimensional goal criteria�

�If the estimated distributions for quality� cost� and duration that are contained in the alternatives are good indicators
of the schedule quality� then the algorithm will produce �good� schedules from the start and adding time only increases
the certainty that �better� schedules will not be generated�
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Figure �� A Moderately Complex Sample T�MS Task Structure

Figure ��a� displays the toplevel alternatives that are produced using the criteriadirected focusing
mechanism for this task structure and the client�s goal criteria� Using the goal criteria and the estimates
contained in the alternatives� interior tasks� alternative sets are pruned down to �� members or fewer
and the toplevel alternative set is pruned down to �� members or fewer� For this problem instance�
��� alternatives were constructed in total and �� were initially generated at the toplevel� although
the actual number of alternatives shown in the graph is slightly larger as the heuristic improvement
mechanism creates new alternatives as the schedule process iterates� Note that the alternatives selected
for scheduling in this case� again using the criteria� tradeo� quality for duration with an emphasis on
controlling duration rather than maximizing quality�
In stark contrast to the economical alternative set generated using the focusing mechanism� Figure ��b�

displays the exhaustive toplevel alternative set that results when the focusing mechanism is not used�
In this case� ���� alternatives were explored during processing and ���� alternatives were generated at
the root level� Comparing the two cases� the exhaustive process produced � �� times more alternatives
during the intermediate stages and � ��� times more alternatives at the root level� Note that the
toprated alternatives in each case have similar quality and duration characteristics and exhibit similar
quality�duration tradeo�s � keeping duration under control while achieving good�high quality� The
exhaustive alternative generation case produced a larger set of reasonable candidate alternatives� but
the focused case still found a signi�cant number of reasonable alternatives�
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Figure �� Heuristically Produced Schedule Sets
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Figure 	� Alternative Sets

The schedules produced via the heuristic scheduling mechanism from the two sets are shown in Fig
ures ��a� and ��b� respectively� In the focused case� �� alternatives were selected for scheduling and
in the exhaustive case� ��� alternatives were scheduled� Note that the most highly rated schedules for
the two cases have similar quality and duration tradeo�s and characteristics and clearly belong to the
same neighborhood of possible solutions� Quantitatively� the top schedule produced from the focused
alternative set achieves �� of the quality of the top schedule produced from the exhaustive alterna
tive set� and does this in �� of the duration� However comparing the solutions in this fashion is not
methodologically sound as the ranking and selection mechanisms are relative rather than absolute� i�e��
the �best� schedules in each case are the best relative to the rest of the solution set and the sets for the
two cases are di�erent�
Let us consider another example using the same T�MS task structure �Figure ��� In this case� the

client has a priori knowledge about reasonable durations and is interested in good quality solutions
that take ��� or fewer time units to execute� The corresponding slider settings are� rawgoodness for
quality set to ��� � the duration limit set to ��� accompanied by a real value of ���� the meta slider for
rawgoodness set to �� and the meta slider for the thresholds�limits bank is also set to �� � Thus raw
goodness in quality is equally as important as staying under the desired duration� The alternatives for the
focused case are shown in Figure ��a� and the exhaustive alternative set is shown in Figure ��b�� Once
again� the focusing technique produced a reasonable set of candidate alternatives and the characteristics
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of the highestranked alternatives are similar to those of the exhaustive set� The schedules produced
heuristically from the two alternative sets are shown in Figures ��a� and ��b� respectively� As with the
alternatives� the schedules produced using the focusing mechanism meet the spirit of the goal criteria
as well as those produced from the exhaustive alternative set and the most highly ranked schedules are
actually identical in this case�
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Figure 
� Schedule Sets

This particular task structure provides a fertile search space � there are many possible candidate
solutions� However� the focusing mechanism still performs well even when the search space is less fertile�
A less fertile search space typically means that the �best� schedule produced� regardless of the approach�
does not adequately satis�ce to meet the goal criteria� A less fertile search space does not typically a�ect
the ability of our approach to �nd reasonable schedules� Astute readers will notice that the NLEs �non
locale�ects� present in the task structure are soft facilitation relationships rather than hard precedence
relationships� Soft NLEs actually pose more of a challenge for the focusing mechanism and the heuristics
than hard task NLEs� Because hard NLEs are hard constraints it is fairly straightforward for the
heuristics to reason about them and to schedule accordingly �assuming the constraints are satis�able��
Now let us consider an exhaustive scheduling case� Figure �� displays a much smaller task structure

that is amenable to exhaustive search� In this case the goal criteria is as follows� in the rawgoodness
bank the quality slider is set to ��� � in the threshold�limit bank the quality slider is set to �� with a
threshold value of ��� quality units and the duration slider is set to �� with a limit value of ��� time
units� in the metabank� the rawgoodness slider is set to �� and the limit�threshold slider is set to
�� � This criteria suits a client interested in quality over a threshold and duration under a limit� and
within that range� prefers increased quality�
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Figure ��� A Simple T�MS Task Structure

Figure ���a� shows the schedules produced from the heuristic focused approach and Figure ���b�
shows the schedules produced by pure exhaustive search� In this case all possible schedules of all possible
length are generated and then ranked using the goal criteria� The exhaustive search case produced ����
schedules while the focused heuristic approach produced �� alternatives and constructed �� schedules�
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Figure ��� Schedule Sets

the exhaustive algorithm generated � �� times more schedules� However� since the work involved in the
creation of a single schedule in the exhaustive case is less than the work invested in a single schedule in
the heuristic case� these numbers are not directly comparable� In terms of cpu time� the exhaustive case
required � �� times the amount of cpu time required by the heuristic case� Clearly� the focused heuristic
approach compares favorably with the exhaustive algorithm both in terms of e
ciency and in the quality
of the results� In fact� although the �best� schedules in this case have di�erent durations they are both
equally as good relative to the goal criteria� The heuristically generated best schedule achieves the same
amount of quality as the exhaustively generated best schedule� and does so in less time� However� the
criteria speci�es that schedules whose quality is over a threshold and whose duration is below a limit are
preferred� and that quality should di�erentiate schedules when those constraints are satis�ed� thus within
these parameters schedules are not di�erentiated by duration� The exhaustive case actually produced
several schedules with the same quality as the �best� schedule and with lower duration� however� since
rawduration is not a factor in the goal criteria the schedules in this neighborhood are all ranked equally�


� Conclusion and Future Work

In open environments applications must adapt processing to meet available resources and the di�erent
goal criteria of di�erent clients� DesigntoCriteria addresses these requirements with a �exible computa
tion approach to task scheduling� DesigntoCriteria produces results in the face of highorder complexity
by satis�cing with respect to the client goal criteria and with respect to the scheduling activity itself�
Algorithmically� the satis�cing methodology takes the form of criteriadirected focusing� approximation�
heuristic decision making� and heuristic error correction� Criteriadirected focusing controls the O��m�
source of complexity by limiting the number of alternatives that are created during the scheduling pro
cess and by focusing schedule building on solutions and partial solutions that are most likely to lead
to a solution that meets the spirit of the goal criteria� The alternative approximation defers the O�n��
orderingbased complexity while providing estimates for the quality� cost� and duration that will result
from ordering the methods contained in the alternative� Heuristic decision making� in conjunction with
heuristic error correction� replaces the potential O�n�� ordering complexity with a one pass heuristic
approach to building schedules that is loworder polynomial in the worst case� The DesigntoCriteria
scheduling approach is e�ective and e
cient�
Focused processing is central to DesigntoCriteria and one area of future work lies in automating

the process of determining the degree to which the algorithm should focus� This requires metalevel



�


analysis of task structures and the resource constraints on a given problem instance to ascertain how
much space to explore in order to �nd a good satis�cing solution� Because of complex task interactions
and scheduling constraints on individual tasks and methods� e�g�� earliest start times� deadlines� etc��
this metaanalysis must entail more than simply counting nodes� The analysis will have to attempt to
classify the task structures using an approximation� estimate or abstraction of the task structures to get
an idea of the complexity of the constraints involved�
An area of future work related to the metaanalysis focus is the re�nement of the interface between

the scheduler and other complex problem solving components and�or humans� Interactive negotiation
���	 between the client and the scheduler could control and re�ne satis�cing activities as they happen�
With the current model of criteria speci�cation followed by application� it is possible that none of the
generated schedules satisfactorily meet the client�s ideal needs �though the one that best satis�ces to
meet the criteria will be returned�� In this case� the client may want to explore more of the search
space or may prefer an alternate set of criteria rather than taking a satis�cing view of the original
criteria� Interactive negotiation during the alternative generation and evaluation phases could re�ne
client expectations based on the estimates associated with the alternatives� This would enable the
scheduler to adjust its intermediate processing to align with the client�s re�ned criteria before any work
is spent building schedules� Negotiation during the scheduling phase could help re�ne the criteria based
on the features of schedules as they are produced� The re�ned criteria would then alter the selection
of alternatives and retarget the scheduling activity� Negotiation during the scheduling process is clearly
the next step in exploiting and leveraging the power of the DesigntoCriteria paradigm�
Uncertainty is also an area of important future work in DesigntoCriteria� Highly uncertain actions

should be performed as early as possible to reduce the amount of work that is potentially wasted by an
action failure� Because of complex task interactions and the complex semantics of the functions that
determine how quality is accumulated by tasks via their subtasks� determining which actions are most
important to the schedule and to what degree� is not a trivial or computationally inexpensive process�
Contingency scheduling for methods likely to fail is also a possibility�
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